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ABSTRACT
Grid computing allows sharing of services and resources distributed over geographically dispersed, heterogeneous,
autonomous administrative domains. As a domain generally has no idea about the trustworthiness of other domains, it may
hesitate in accessing shared services and resources provided by other domains. Accessing resources and services from
untrusted domains may pose dangerous consequences to the source domain. Trust is an important parameter in achieving
faithful domain to domain interaction. Domains must be able to determine the trustworthiness of each other for the access
of a particular service. Domains must also provide trust based access to resources and services that they expose in the
environment. This paper describes different facets associated with trust issues among different entities in a grid
environment and proposes a trust model to establish and manage trust relationships. The trust model provides support to
calculate direct as well as recommended trust. Based on this model, a trust based authorization framework is proposed that
can be used to provide trust based access to grid services. The goal of the model is to encourage trust based domain to
domain interaction and increase the confidence of domains in accessing shared resources provided by other domains. The
framework has been implemented in .NET environment with the support of WSE 3.0 toolkit. The framework has been
evaluated by implementing a scenario that involves enforcement of different trust policies. The time taken by the
enforcement component to evaluate trust policies has been noted. The results obtained from the implementation imply that
the approach is workable and can be used to provide trust based access to grid services.
Keywords: Grid computing; trust relationships; grid services; trust based authorization framework.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Grid computing systems enable sharing of
resources and services distributed over geographically
dispersed, heterogeneous, autonomous administrative
domains [1], [2]. The context of grid computing introduces
challenging trust related issues as both, resource providers
and resource consumers can come from mutually
distrusted administrative domains and any of them can
behave maliciously. The usage of grid system can become
severely limited if participant are not given any means to
access the trustworthiness of other participants in the
environment. To achieve faithful domain to domain
interaction and confidence of participants in accessing and
providing resources from/to other administrative domains,
it is extremely important for domains to address trust
issues by introducing a trust model and integrating that
model into authorization framework to enable trust based
access to resources.
Trust is a complex concept and can be defined in
different ways at different levels. It is a subjective and
elusive notion. The concept of trust is excessively
complex and appears to have many different meanings
depending on how it is used [3]. Trust is a multifaceted
issue that may be related to other attributes such as
reliability, accuracy, honesty, risk, competence, security,
belief, perception, utility, benefit, expertise etc [3], [4].
Trust is generally defined as having confidence that a
service/resource will behave in an expected manner
despite the lack of ability to monitor or control the
environment in which service/resource operate [5]. A very
good definition of trust defined in [6] as: “Trust is the firm

belief in the competence of an entity to act as expected
such that this firm belief is not a fixed value associated
with the entity but rather it is subject to the entity’s
behaviour and applies only within a specific context at a
given time”. This definition captures many important
properties of trust as:
(i) Trust is not a fixed value, it is dynamic.
(ii) It is context and time dependent.
(iii) It depends on entity’s past and present
behaviour.
Another property of trust is that it is not
transitive. i.e. if A trusts B and B trusts C then it does not
mean that A trusts C. Transitivity may hold if certain
conditions are met but in general, trust is not always
transitive. Trust can also be affected by those actions that
we cannot monitor.
As defined in [6], trust can be classified into two
categories: Identity trust and Behavior trust. Identity trust
is concerned with verifying the authenticity of an entity to
determine its trust level with respect to what the entity is
authorized to do and what can be expected from it.
Behavior trust, on the other hand, is more real and deals
with a wider notion of entity’s trustworthiness. A trust
model must have the capability to support both, the
behavior trust as well as identity trust, depending upon the
requirements of the environment in question. The
proposed trust model addresses both of these trusts.
The activity of collecting, encoding, analyzing
and presenting evidence relating to competence, honesty,
security or dependability with the purpose of making
assessments and decisions regarding trust relationships is
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called Trust Management [3]. Two main approaches,
currently available for managing trust are:
(i)
(ii)

Policy based trust management
Reputation based trust management.

Policy based trust management deals with using
policy languages and engines for specifying and reasoning
trust. The goal is to determine whether or not an unknown
user can be trusted based on a set of credentials and a set
of policies. Policy based trust is involved in making access
control decisions. It is intended for systems where
behavior is guided by complex rules and policies. In
reputation based trust, the focus is on trust computation
models capable of estimating the degree of trust that can
be invested in a certain party based on the history of its
past behaviours [3]. It is intended for distributed systems
where a system only has a limited view of the information
in the whole environment. New trust relationships and
trust values are inferred based on the available
information. The available information is based on the
recommendations and experience of other users.

2. RELATED WORK
Much of the work to enable trust relationships in
grid is through the use of X.509 based digital certificates
which verify the identity of the requester [3]. Here the
trust is assumed to be associated with the identity of the
requester but this approach cannot be used to address
complex trust related security issues. Another approach to
manage trust is by using Trusted Authority (TA) where the
basic concept is same as that of a CA (Certificate
Authority) but are specifically meant for dealing with
trust. But in large scale distributed computing system like
grid, its credibility and usage decreases and uncertainty
increases as the community of its trustees grows [7].
To address a wider notion of trust, a deeper
understanding of interaction among service providers and
service requesters is needed which cannot be achieved by
identity based trust alone. Trust models such as
PolicyMaker [8] and KeyNote [9] are concerned with
identity trust. These trust mechanisms do not consider
behavior trust which is dynamic and changes with time
and thus these approaches have no mechanism to
dynamically establish and monitor complex trust
relationships. The models that support behavior trust based
on experience and reputation are proposed in [7] and [1012]. These models are really a key inspiration for our
work. Compared to these models, the proposed model is
less complex. It makes use of simple equations to calculate
direct and recommended trust and can be extended to
incorporate other attributes like accuracy, honesty, time
decay etc. Moreover, the models proposed in [10-12] do
not address how to express trust policies and the
integration of trust model with the authorization
framework.
Other security models for grids like proposed in
[13-14] do not deal with trust explicitly and do not provide
any trust model to express, validate, update and manage

trust relationships. Trust relationships implied from these
security models are static and limited. Services like CAS
[15] and VOMS [16] address general policy based
authorization issues but do not make use of any trust
model to express trust policies and to base authorization
decisions on it. The specifications like WS-Trust [17] and
WS-Federation [18] provide methods for issuing,
renewing and validating security tokens and ways to
establish access the presence of and broker trust
relationships but do not give any comprehensive trust
model to determine the trustworthiness of entities and
address complex trust related issues. Thus a more
comprehensive approach for handling trust, trust
relationships and policies is required.
In this paper an attempt has been made to define
a general trust model that deals with behavior as well as
identity based trust and its integration with the
authorization framework. The model provides the
mechanisms to express, interpret, evaluate, update and
manage trust relationships and policies. In next section,
the elements of the trust model will be discussed. Section
4 describes the trust model and algorithms to calculate
direct and recommended trust. Implementations details are
given in Section 5 with discussion. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and also talks about future plans.

3. ELEMENTS OF TRUST MODEL
A Trust Model can be defined as a system that
allow service requesters and service providers to assess
trustworthiness of each other and state, evaluate and
enforce trust requirements and policies among themselves.
It is a detailed description of all aspects of a system related
to trust. A trust based authorization system grants specific
type of access to specific requesters based on their
authentication, trust status, what services/resources they
are accessing, current state of the system and their
conformance to established trust and other security
policies. Trust Model should be integrated with the
Authorization Framework to provide trust based access to
services. This paper presents a Trust Model and its
integration with Authorization Framework. In order to
understand the architecture well, the entities as defined in
[19] are being used:

3.1 Elements of Trust Model
Subject (SU): Subject is an entity that accesses services
provided by a service provider in a domain. Subject can be
a user, an account, a service or any other entity on its
behalf.
Service (SR): Service is a piece of software that provides
some functionality and can be accessed by Subjects or
other Services. Services are exposed in the environment
along with their associated trust requirements and other
security policies. Services are provided by different
service providers.
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Domain (DO): Domain refers to a specific set of Subjects
and Services under a unique Domain Policy (DP).
DO = (SU, SR, DP). All entities of a Domain are bound by
this Domain Policy. Subjects and Services of a Domain
form collaboration. There exist complex trust relationships
between Subjects and Services of same/different Domains.
Domain Policy (DP): Domain Policy refers to the set of
rules/regulations/requirements of a Domain to which an
entity must conform to in order to be in that Domain.
Different Domains can have different rules and
mechanisms for authentication, authorization and other
security requirements.
Service Policy (SrP): Service Policy refers to the set of
rules /requirements associated with a particular Service. A
Subject must conform to associated Service Policy in
order to access that Service.
Service Provider (SP): Service Provider is a physical
organization/ institution that expose services/resources in a
Domain. Services/Resources in a Domain may come from
same or different Service Providers. Thus a Domain is a
more dynamic entity than individual physical
organization/institution.
Resource (R): Resource is an object that is accessed by
Subjects. It can be a CPU, a storage device, software, data,
scientific instrument or any other peripheral. Subjects
access Resources through Services. In other words, a
Resource is a Service. Subjects can access Resources
based on their authorization status and their conformance
to established security policies.
Trust Policy (TP): Trust Policy refers to the set of trust
rules/requirements associated with a Service/Subject. A
Subject must conform to Trust Policy associated with the
Service in order to access that Service and a Service must
also respect the trust requirements of a Subject. Trust
Policy (TP) is a subset of overall set of policies (PO).
Access (AC): Access is an operation that a
Subject/Service performs on other Service. Access is
provided based on conformance to security policies that
are associated with that Service.
Policy (PO): Policy is a set of rules/requirements that can
be associated with a Subject/Service/Domain. It can be
represented as:
PO = (AP, AuP, TP, PP, MP, OP) where
AP is Authentication Policy
AuP is Authorization Policy
TP is Trust Policy
PP is Privacy Policy
MP is Management Policy
OP refers to any Other Policy
Service Policy, Domain Policy and Trust Policy, all are
subsets of Policy. i.e. SrP  PO, DP  PO and TP  PO.

Fig. 1. Grid Environment consisting of two Domains along
with other elements of the Model.

Domain Set (DS): Domain Set is simply the set of
Domains. i.e. DS = (DO1, DO2, …. , DOn).
Domain Set Policy (DSP): Domain Set Policy refers to
the Policy that applies to Domain Set. DSP  PO.
Filter: The rights/privileges of a Subject are different in
different Domains. Filter is a component through which
rights/privileges of a Subject are filtered for a particular
Domain. There are two types of filters (filter-in and filterout). These are explained later in this section.
MAP (MAP): is an operation that maps/transforms
Subject of one administrative domain to Subject in another
administrative domain. E.g. SUi (DOk)  map  SUj
(DOl) means that Subject SUi of Domain DOk has been
mapped to Subject SUj in Domain DOl.
In a typical Grid Environment, the elements described
above interact in a complex manner, which will be
discussed in the later sections.
Fig. 1 shows a Grid Environment consisting of
two Domains (DO1 and DO2) along with other elements
of the framework. In the diagram Squares represent
Subjects, Diamonds represent Resources, Triangles
represent Policies, Rectangles represent Filters and
Ellipses represent Domains. As shown in Fig. 1, Subject’s
access request for Service SR first passes through Filterout component at the source Domain and then through
Filter-in component at the target Domain. During this
passage, Subject’s access rights are filtered for the target
Domain. With Filter-out component, the Subject leaves
the Domain with access rights that his parent Domain
grants to him. With Filter-in component, the Subject enters
the organization with access rights that the target Domain
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grants to the parent Domain. In other words, the Subject
gets the intersection of the rights that his parent Domain
grants to him and the rights that target Domain grants to
parent Domain. This enables the implementation of fine
grained access control in the environment. Fig. 1 also
shows Policy database to store different types of policies.
At the target domain, the proposed Trust based
Authorization Framework checks Subject’s conformance
to Trust Policy. If Subject conforms to trust and other
security policies then mapping operation (MAP) is
performed to provide the Subject an identity that is local to
that Domain. The mapped identity is then used by the
target Domain to provide access to the requested
Service/Resource. The mapping operation is optional. If
the access of a Service/Resource does not require local
identity then it can be omitted. If Subject does not
conform to trust and other security policies, the access is
denied.
Determining whether a Subject conforms to
security policies is a complex task and is performed by the
Authorization Framework. Trust Model determines the
trustworthiness of the target Domain/Subject/Service and
passes the result to Authorization Framework to prepare
final result. The proposed Trust Model has been integrated
with the Authorization Framework and is called Trust
Based Authorization Framework. Next two sections
explain the proposed Trust Model and Trust Based
Authorization Framework.

4. TRUST MODEL
The trust status of a Service/Resource from a
different Domain is hard to determine. Subjects generally
have no idea whether the Service is compromised or is
malicious [5]. Determining trust relationship is essential
not only while accessing Resources/Services but also
when enabling delegation [20]. Subjects, Services and
Domains can have different trust relationships among each
other. E.g. Some Subjects of Domain A may trust Domain
B and not Domain C whereas others may trust Domain C
and not Domain B, or, Subjects may trust Domain B for
Service 1 but not for Service 2, etc. The main problem is
how to determine the trustworthiness and establish and
manage trust relationships and policies among Subjects
and Services of different Domains. Domains need a trust
enabled security infrastructure to handle trust related
requirements and to provide trust based access to
Services/Resources. Establishment of trust may be a one
time activity per session or it may be dynamic [14]
(requiring the establishment of trust for each request). The
trust of an entity with other entity is not a fixed value but
can change dynamically depending on the past and present
behavior of the entity and context in the environment.
Trust should be established from the viewpoint of both the
parties (service requesters and Service Providers).
Requester’s trust with the Service Provider may be
different from the Service Provider’s trust with the
requester. This situation is modeled using two different
types of trust: code trust and execution trust, as defined in
[5]. Execution trust exist from Subject’s side to Service

Provider’s side that Service Provider will correctly and
faithfully allocate resources for the efficient execution of
job with respect to established trust and other security
policies. Code trust exist from Service Provider’s side to
Subject’s side that Subject will generate a legitimate
request consisting of virus free code and will not produce
malicious results and does not temper other
results/information/code present at Service Provider’s end.
Except execution and code trust, trust can also be
classified into following categories:
Direct Trust: is the trust that a Subject holds on other
Service Provider without any intermediate Service
Provider or entity.
Full Trust: A Subject is said to have full trust on a
Service Provider/Domain if it trust on all the services
provided by that Service Provider/Domain.
Partial Trust: A Subject is said to have partial trust on a
Service Provider/Domain if it trust on some of the services
provided by that Service Provider/Domain.
Recommended Trust: is the trust of one entity on second
entity that is recommended by other entities.
Authentication Trust: is the trust of an entity on the
authenticity of an identity certificate signed by a certificate
authority.
Privacy Trust: is the trust of an entity on the privacy
features provided by other entity.
Trust Model is proposed to be a system represented as
TS = (EN, TR, OP). Where EN refers to different entities
in a grid environment among which trust relationships
exist. These entities can be Subjects, Services, Service
Providers or Domains etc. TR is the set of trust
relationships according to the types of trust discussed
above. OP is the set of operators used to handle trust
relationships.
Trust Relationship are proposed to be represented
as: TR = (SU1, DO1, TT, SR1, DO2, c, t, tv) i.e. Subject
SU1 of Domain DO1 trust Service SR1 of Domain DO2
with trust value tv with respect to trust type TT at time t
for context c. TT represent the type of trust which can be
Authentication Trust, Privacy Trust or Authorization
Trust. Since in this paper, a trust based authorization
framework is being proposed, the type of trust being dealt
with is Authorization Trust.
In order to establish and evaluate trust, every
Domain needs to implement a Trust Model integrated with
the Authorization Framework. The purpose of the Trust
Model is to provide trust based access to
Services/Resources. The proposed Trust Model is capable
of capturing different types of trust and also provides
mechanisms for trust evaluation, recommendations and
updation of trust. Fig. 2 shows a high level view of the
trust model used in the trust based Authorization
Framework which has been implemented as a Trust
Manager Service.
As shown in Fig. 2, access request coming from
Subject, through Authorization Engine (explained in
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Section 5), is first intercepted by Trust Evaluator
component. Trust Evaluator is responsible for evaluating
trust based on established trust relationships and providing
trust evaluation result to Authorization Engine. To
evaluate trust, Trust Evaluator makes use of Trust
Inference Engine. Trust Inference Engine calculates tv
value which is passed to trust evaluator to prepare final
result. Trust Evaluator is also responsible for updation of
trust among entities. Trust is updated with every
interaction that takes place between a Subject and a
Service. Trust Policy base fetches established trust
relationships and trust management rules from policy
database and provide these to trust evaluator for evaluating
trust. Trust policies have been expressed in XACML [21].

Fig 2. Trust Model Architecture for Trust based Access

Now suppose a Subject from a particular Domain
wants to access a Service from another Domain. For this,
tv can be calculated as:
tv = wdt * dt + wrt * rt

(1)

where dt is Direct Trust and rt is Recommended
Trust. wdt and wrt are the weights assigned to direct and
recommended trust and wdt + wrt =1. Let s and f denote
the success and failure evidences experienced by the
Subject on Service. Then,
dt = s / ( s + f )
rt = Average of
(source’s trust on R1 * R1’s trust on target,
source’s trust on R2 * R2’s trust on target,
……………….……………………………...
……………………………………....………
source’s trust on Rn * Rn’s trust on target)

(2)

(3)

where R1, R2, …, Rn are recommenders of
source Domain. Recommender Domains are trusted by
Source Domains to make recommendations about
trustworthiness of other Domains. In case of full trust, f
can be set to 0 and in case of partial trust, s and f take
different values depending on the level of trust. In case of
no trust, s can be set to 0. A history of these values is
maintained by every Domain. For s and f values, any last n

interactions can be considered where n is any number
depending on the requirements. A large value of n models
accurate behavior and a small value of n models current
behavior of one entity with another. For updation of trust,
changes are made to s and f. Based on the values of dt and
rt, trustworthiness of an entity have been categorized into
following levels:

Table 1 Levels of Trustworthiness
Level

dt

rt

L1

>0.5

>0.5

tv (with
wdt=wrt=0.
5)
>0.5 and <=1

L2

>=0.
5

<=0.
5

>=0.5 and
<=0.75

L3

<=0.
5

>=0.
5

>=0.5 and
<=0.75

L4

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5

Meaning

Trust
(White Zone)
Can be trusted
with some risk
(Gray Zone)
Can be trusted
but greater risk
(Gray Zone)
Don’t Trust
(Black Zone)

The above table shows four levels of trust
ranging from satisfactory trust (tv > 0.5 and <=1, White
Zone) to no trust (tv < 0.5, Black Zone). dt and rt can take
a maximum value of 1. With wdt=wrt=0.5, tv can take a
maximum value of 1. The more the value of tv is, the
higher is the trust. A dt and rt value greater than 0.5 means
that the Subject and recommender both have more success
evidences than failure. This represents a White Zone and
target can be trusted with a satisfactory level of trust. If a
Subject experiences more success evidences and
recommender experiences failure evidences, or vice versa,
then the trustworthiness of target is doubtful. This
represents Gray Zone. At this point, a decision should be
made whether source Subject wants to give more
weightage to recommender trust (rt) or his direct trust (dt)
on target. Generally, dt value is given more weightage
over rt value. So if a Subject experiences success
evidences and recommender experiences failure
evidences, then the trustworthiness of target is less
doubtful compared to Subject being experiencing failure
evidences and recommender experiencing success
evidences. If the source Subject and recommender, both
have more failure evidences than success evidences, then
the target is definitely not to be trusted. This represents a
Black Zone. Two important data structures for the
calculation of trust value (tv) are:
(i)
(ii)

Trust Table
Recommender Table

Each Domain maintains a copy of these tables. The format
of these tables is:
(i)
Trust
(sourceDomain,
sourceServiceProvider,
sourceSubject,
targetDomain,
targetServiceProvider,
targetSubject, success, failure, threshold, context, time)
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(ii)
Recommender
recommenderServiceProvider,
context, time)

(recommenderDomain,
recommenderSubject,

Using above equations and data structures, trust
of a Subject on Subject/Service of another Domain can be
calculated. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 describe the algorithms being
used to calculate direct and recommended trust. These
algorithms make use of the equations and data structures
described above.

CalculateTrust (S-DO, S-SP, S-S, T-DO, T-SP, T-S, c)
S-DO: Source Domain
S-SP: Source Service Provider
S-S: Source Subject
T-DO: Target Domain
T-SP: Target Service Provider
T-S: Target Subject
c: context
tv: trust value
dt: direct trust
rt: recommended trust
wdt: direct trust weightage
wrt: recommended trust weightage
i) Set tv = 0, dt = 0, rt = 0, wdt = 0.5, wrt = 0.5.
ii) Select success, failure from Trust table where
sourceDomain=S-DO and sourceServiceProvider=S-SP,
sourceSubject=S-S and targetDomain=T-DO and
targetServiceProvider=T-SP and targetSubject=T-S and
context=c
iii) Set dt=success / (success + failure)
iv) Set rt=calRecTrust(S-DO, S-SP, S-S, T-DO, T-SP,
T-S, c)
v) Set tv= wdt*dt+wrt*rt
vi) Return tv

Fig 3. Algorithm to calculate trust value

calRecTrust(S-DO, S-SP, S-S, T-DO, T-SP, T-S, c)
S-DO: Source Domain
S-SP: Source Service Provider
S-S: Source Subject
T-DO: Target Domain
T-SP: Target Service Provider
T-S: Target Subject
c: context
nr: number of recommendres
i: loop variable
str: source’s trust on recommender
rtt: recommender’s trust on target
CR-D: current recommender Domain
CR-SP: current recommender Service Provider
CR-S: current recommender Subject
rt: recommended trust

i) Set rt=0
ii) Set nr = Select count (*) from Recommender Table
iii) for ( i =1; i<nr; i++)
a) Set CR-D= Select recommenderDomain[i] from
Recommender Table
b) Set CR-SP= Select recommenderServiceProvider[i]
from Recommender Table
c) Set CR-S= Select recommenderSubject[i] from
Recommender Table
d) Select success, failure from Trust table where
sourceDomain=S-DO and sourceServiceProvider=SSP and sourceSubject=S-S and targetDomain=CR-D
and targetServiceProvider=CR-SP and
targetSubject=CR-S and context=c
e) Set str = success / (success + failure)
f) Set rtt = getDirTrust(CR-D,CR-SP,CR-S,TDO,T-SP,T-S)
g) rt = rt + str*rtt
iv) Set rt = rt/nr
Fig 4. Algorithm to calculate recommended trust

Fig. 3 describes the algorithm to calculate trust
value. As shown, the direct trust, recommender trust and
trust value are initially set to 0. The direct and
recommended trust weightage values wdt and wrt are set
to 0.5 which means that both direct and recommended
trusts are given equal weightage. Then the success and
failure evidences experienced by the source Subject with
target Domain are fetched from the Trust table and dt is
calculated using Eq. (2). To calculate recommended trust,
calRecTrust() algorithm is used which is shown in Fig. 4.
After determining dt and rt values, trust value tv is
calculated using Eq. (1) This is shown in step v of the
algorithm. To calculate recommended trust, first, the trust
of the source Subject on recommender is calculated and
then the recommender’s trust on target is called from the
recommender. This is shown in steps iii-e and iii-f of
calRecTrust() algorithm. The process is repeated for all
the recommenders in the Recommender table. After
getting the recommendation from all the recommenders,
average value of rt is calculated using Eq. (3). This is
shown in steps iii-g and iv of calRecTrust() algorithm.
A threshold value of tv can be set depending on
the level of trust required. After authenticating Subject, tv
value can be calculated and checked to see whether tv is
greater than or less that threshold value. If tv>= threshold
value then access to Resource/Service is provided
otherwise access is denied. After each access of
Service/Resource, following updations are made to s and f
values:
s = s + 1, if source is satisfied by the
Service/Resource access provided by the target, otherwise
no change
f = f + 1, if source is not satisfied by the
Service/Resource access provided by the target, otherwise
no change
Trust Model and its integration with
Authorization Framework is explained in the next section.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Implementation has been done in .NET
environment with the help of WSE 3.0 toolkit which
provides support for several web services security
specifications like WS-Security, WS-Trust, WSSecureConversation etc. Today the world is witnessing the
convergence of grid and web services. The security
requirements of grid services overlap deeply with the
security requirements of web services as grid services are
stateful web services. The two (grid and web) started far
apart in specifications, technology and applications but
now they are converging into a common set of standards
and specifications. So the proposed Trust Model has been
implemented in terms of web services. Web services
security specifications [22] consisting of WS-Security
[23], WS-Trust [17], WS-SecureConversation [24] etc.
have been submitted to OASIS by IBM, Microsoft and
other leading organizations. These specifications addresses
security requirements like how to associate security tokens
with messages (WS-Security), how to express constraints
and requirements of a web service (WS-Policy), how to
request and issue security tokens to establish trust (WSTrust and WS-Federation), how to establish and share
security contexts (WS-SecureConversation) etc. These
specifications, supported by WSE 3.0, are being used to
implement Trust based Authorization Framework.
In order to provide trust based access control, the
XACML based Authorization Framework as shown in Fig.
5 has been used. The XACML based access control
framework has also been used in GT4 (Globus® Toolkit
4) [25], which is the most commonly and widely used
toolkit to construct grid services and applications. In
XACML, policy is constructed as a set of rules against the
target defined as a triod (Subject, Resource, Action). Fig.
5 also shows other components of the model and depicts
how the proposed trust model fits into the authorization
framework.

As shown in Fig. 5, authorization request from
Subject SU is first intercepted by PEP (Policy
Enforcement Point). PEP constructs an authorization
decision query and passes it to authorization handler. The
result of this query determines if the request is to be
granted/deny access to requested Service/Resource. The
authorization decision query has details about the identity
of the Subject, the Service requested, the purpose for
which Service is requested and other details. Authorization
Engine passes this information to PDP (Policy Decision
Point). The Policy is retrieved by PDP from PRP (Policy
Retrieval Point). If the policy information is not available
at PRP, it may be retrieved from Policy Store. The Policy
Store contains different types of access control policies,
expressed in XACML. Trust policies are also stored in
Policy Store. The Policies are written by administrator
using PAP (Policy Administration Point). PIP (Policy
Information Point) is used by Authorization Engine to
retrieve attributes of Resources, Subjects and
Environment. Trust Manager provides trust based access
control information to Authorization Engine. The
architecture and working of Trust Manager Service has
been explained in Section 4. After receiving this
information, Authorization Engine prepares a final result
and passes it to PEP. Depending upon the result, PEP
either grants the access of requested Service/Resource to
the Subject or denies it. After access, the obligation
Service, if any, is also executed by PEP.

Fig 6. Schematic representing high level view of the
implementation. Also showing WS-* and other specifications
used

Fig 5. Trust based Authorization Framework

Fig. 6 shows a high level view of the
implementation.
All
the
information
among
communicating parties is exchanged as SOAP messages.
WSE 3.0 has been used to construct SOAP messages. WSSecurity information is embedded in SOAP message to
handle encryption and signature requirements. SOAP
messages make use of WS-Security and related
specifications for security token exchange and to address
security requirements like confidentiality and integrity.
The diagram also shows Policy database (PO) to store
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trust and other security policies in the XACML format. At
the target Domain the SOAP message is processed,
credentials are verified and Trust based Authorization
Framework (as described in Section 5) is invoked to
obtain the trustworthiness of Subject. Subject’s
conformance to established trust and other security
policies is also checked and based on the final result,
access to Service/Resource is either granted or denied.
During all these steps the relevant information is stored in
log tables also to address auditing and accounting
requirements.
In the prototype implementation, 10 Domains
have been created with users ranging from 10 to 20 in
each Domain. All the Domains have more than 5 Service
Providers that provide Services/Resources to other
Domains. In the database the success and failure incidents,
trust value and trust type of a Subject with
Subjects/Services of other Domains etc. have been stored.
Trust relationship (TR) among different Domains is also
stored in the database. Database also contains trust
policies established among Subjects and Services of
same/different Domains. The XACML skeleton used for
the specification of trust policies is shown in Fig. 7. The
trust policies are exposed by Subjects/Services in the
environment. Other access rules and management policies
are also stored in the database in XACML format. The
relevant information is fetched and used by Authorization
Engine (through Trust Manager Service) to prepare final
authorization decision.

determining trustworthiness of domain, service provider or
service. These policies have been attached to the service
and the time taken by the PEP component for each trust
policy is noted. The average time taken by PEP
component in this case comes out to be 207.956 ms. Fig. 8
shows the details.

Fig. 8. PEP time to evaluate different trust policies.

The time taken to evaluate different number of
trust policies is also noted. For this the number of trust
policies attached with the service has been varied from 1
to 50 and the time taken by the PEP component has been
noted. Fig. 9 shows the details of results obtained.

Fig 9. PEP time to evaluate trust policy file of different sizes.

The results show that the prototype
implementation is able to meet identified security
requirements and trust policies. It is clear from the results
that PEP time increases more assertively with the increase
in number of trust policies. This is due to the fact that
determination of trust value of a target involves
calculations and access to history of past interactions taken
place between source and target, which is time consuming.
Therefore, performance can be a concern if the number of
trust policies attached with a service/resource is more.
Overall, the results obtained for this implementation
suggests that the approach is workable and the proposed
framework can be used to provide trust based access to
grid services.

6. SUMMARY,
CONCLUSION
FUTURE PLANS

Fig 7. XACML Skeleton used for the specifications of trust
policies.

For the performance analysis of trust policies, 50
trust related policies have been created. These policies
include different aspects related to trust and involve

AND

The paper presents a trust model for grid services
and describes its implementation with the authorization
framework to enable trust based access control. The
prototype implementation with a sample scenario has
shown that the framework is able to meet the identified
trust requirements and trust issues and thus the approach is
workable. Currently we have prototype implementation. In
future we are planning to use this model in real
environment. The process of defining a privacy model and
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integrating it with trust based authorization framework is
also in the pipeline.
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